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SPARC purchases the biggest amount of energy by vertical axis wind generators, that can be put in place if necessary. At an
average wind load each of these generator produce 0.6kW. Fully equipped with 8 generators this leads to a total power output
of 4.8kW. This system is supported by additional solar panels with an average output of 0.4 kW.
The storage medium for the generated power is an adequate amount of lithium-ion accumulators or,
according to development status, a hydrogen gas generating unit with low temperature fuel cells.

Concept: SPARC
The project “SPARC“ is the result of an analysis which explores the spatial needs of the residents of the station in conjunction with the
respective needs of energy. The energy concept envisages several zones with different requirements concerning heating energy. Different
sealing levels assure that the energy consumption stays as efficient and saving as possible. Concretely this means that the configuration of the
different zones (see floor plan / section) follows the layering principle, similar to the construction of an onion. The inner section, where scientists
spend most of their time, is heated strongly and possesses an additional insulation course which separates this zone from other areas that are not so
frequently used. Inside the external shell of the building outer areas serve as additional heat / coldness buffers, these are for example changing rooms, rest
bunks or lavatories.
This configuration should keep the natural loss of heat as low as possible which has a positive effect on the energy balance.
To guarantee the energy supply and the transportability of the station the volume has been reduced to a minimum without disregarding the human needs of the crew, such as
liberty of action or privacy.
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Concerning energy the station is self-sustaining. Due to local conditions it gets its energy mainly from wind power as well as from supporting photovoltaic panels. Fossil fuels are not used but it
is possible to revert to a gas reserve in case of a total system failure.
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The station possesses its own snow smelter and a store capacity of 750 litres which provides water for three
persons for 14 days. The smelter is integrated in the hatch.
Grey water and black water are collected in separate tanks. Grey water is partly reused.
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The construction of the site consists basically of an outer carrying structure and an inner shell. The
outer carrying structure serves for the incorporation of the proper body as well as for the transportability and the fitting of height adjustable legs which allow the positioning on uneven
ground. The inner structure forms a capsule consisting of prefab (modular) elements
arranged in sandwich construction. It is suspended from the outer carrying structure by
means of another integrated framework consisting of aluminium.
Materiality:
Because of the targeted weight of max.1500 kg the whole carrying structure
consists of aluminium respectively titanium. All moving parts are made of coldnessresistant high performance plastic (igus). The isolated façade consists of coated
carbon fiber / foam sandwich (closed cells). All built-in components are made of
fiber materials. Constructional thermal bridges are coated with mats of polyurethane
or aerogel (aspen aerogels).

Temperature control and air-conditioning are operated via a centralized control-unit, similar to the systems used in passive
houses. The intensity of heating is controlled within the different zones and air will be conditioned as required. An additional
oxygene tank for cases of emergency is held in store.
Spaces with lower climatic demands serve as buffer zones to the heavy frequenced areas whereby heat engeneering requirements are reduced to a minimum.
The exit traffic over a temperature lock isolates the climatic weak spot.
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With a process-water reservoir that holds 0.75qm there is enough drinking water provided for 3 persons for 2 weeks. Slightly
polluted water will be reused for flushes or the like. With a limitation to manual pumps for pressure generation and appropriate
gradient of the pipes the system works without external power.
The integrated snow-smelter allows additional water catchment if needed.
Dispersion and attachment work over a central and compact unit.
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